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HIGH FLIERS
O

NE OF THE EARLIEST CONCORDES, built 1976, welcomed us to the Aeroscopia Museum. By the time it was retired in 2003,
this lovely had flown close to 14,500 hours, and completed two round-the-world flights, in 1989 and 1993, flying at supersonic
speeds for almost half the time. Two of the 20 Concordes ever built are at the Aeroscopia Museum near the Airbus factory
in Toulouse. Along with them on permanent exhibition is a range of other aircraft, like the Caravelle (one of the first successful
commercial jetliners, built in the mid-1950s) and the Super Guppy (a wide-bodied cargo aircraft operational for over 30 years).
At the newly opened Aeroscopia Museum, visitors get to see not just stories of legendary aircraft, but also the history of aviation
itself. A part of this is presented neatly in a timeline fresco that depicts significant flying moments over a century.
The 75,000 square feet exhibition hall at the heart of the museum houses 25 planes, including fighter jets like the
MiG-15 and the Mirage. There are replicas of trailblazing aircraft: for instance, the Bleriot XI monoplane that in July 1909 succeeded in crossing the English Channel in 37 minutes (flying at a startling speed of 60kmph!), and the Morane-Saulnier monoplane
used by Roland Garros to fly across the Mediterranean Sea non-stop for the first time in 1913.
One of the highlights at this interactive museum is the opportunity to explore the interiors of some great planes. And having
wondered along with the world if the Concorde would ever fly again (really, the allure of this plane is intense—Paris to New York
in three hours!), stepping into one was a veritable kid-in-a-candy-store moment. For aeronautic enthusiasts, the museum also
has special areas themed around aircraft assembly and flight mechanics, and a ‘looking to the future’ corner. One of them focuses
most interestingly on aircraft archaeology, a science that pieces together information on vanished planes.
As I stepped out of the museum, I found it hard not to feel awed by the stories of the intrepid men and women who dreamed of
flying and eventually took to the skies. And I sent up a silent prayer to the powers-that-be that made it possible for me to fly back
home from France in a matter of a few hours. (¤11.50 per adult; musee-aeroscopia.fr/en)
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MENUVERED
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COULD TELL THE MEAL WAS AN EXACT REPLICA of what’s served
35,000 feet up in the air—the lack of freshness in the bread was testament enough. But the curry leaf fish appetiser was a lot more flavourful
than anything I’ve had as standard in-flight khana. Over the privilege of
a tasting session with the celebrated chef Sanjeev Kapoor, who’s part of
Singapore Airlines’ international culinary panel, and whose signature the
carrier’s Shahi Thali has borne delectably since 2006, I learnt about his
ongoing efforts to work around the physics (or biology) of flying. His latest
Shahi Thali is an effort to overcome the drying out and deadening of taste
buds by the controlled air pressure of commercial passenger aircraft. He
does this with improved presentation, new flatware, better-sized portions,
and a considered fusion of north and south Indian flavours in the same
meal, with a starter, two types of chutneys, up to four entrées (depending
on class of travel), a pulao, and a choice of two Indian breads (a heavier,
stuffed paratha, or a light phulka). I finished with the chef’s famous chocolate-chip kheer, which reconfirmed that chocolate works with everything,
everywhere. Now I can’t wait to have that fish again, on board.
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AIR ASIA has
launched a red carpet service, which,
on paying `800
(on booking in
advance), buys you
priority check-in,
porter services and
access to unlimited
food and drinks
at the lounge. See
airasia.com
BRITISH AIRWAYS
will introduce
its new 787-900
Dreamliner on
its Delhi-London
route starting October 25. Introductory deals include
50 percent off
on Delhi-London
flights between
October 25 and
December 31. See
britishairways.com
EMIRATES’ new
flights include four
daily flights to
Johannesburg and
Darbin from Delhi
and Mumbai, and
two daily flights to
Cape Town from
Delhi and Mumbai.
The airline will
also operate
direct flights from
Kolkata to New
York starting
next March. See
emirates.com
SPICEJET has
introduced
cheaper ‘handbaggage only’ fares
for passengers
who have no
check-in baggage.
See spicejet.com
JET AIRWAYS has
cut its business
class fares on its
domestic routes by
20 percent. Prices
for distances less
than 750km have
been capped
at `6,999, and
up to 1,000km
at `7,999. See
jetairways.in

